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APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

The above engraving represents Apollonius of Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first century, whose life and teachings were appropriated and utilized by the originators of the Christian religion in the interests of so called Christianity. In the light of ANTiquity Unveiled, it is clearly proved that in order to conceal the identity of Apollonius and his teachings and insure the success of the plagiarism his name was suppressed.

Truth crushed by Priests shall rise again.
APOLLONIUS.

Apollonius of Tyana, the Jesus of Nazareth, St. Paul and John the Revelator, of the Christian Scriptures, Returns to Earth as a Spirit, and Explains the Mysteries that have Concealed the Theological Deception of the Christian Hierarchy.

Before entering upon this all absorbing subject, it is simply proper by way of explanation to inform the reader that previous to the date given below, Mr. Roberts had been having regular weekly sittings with the medium through whom these communications were received, but in reference to the sitting on May 25th, 1881, Mr. Roberts records in his notes the following: "Having been informed who would next manifest through the medium, the time having arrived, I felt a thrill of astonishment and delight of the greatest intensity, and the very air of the humble apartment in which we sat seemed filled with a mighty spiritual power, as the name of Apollonius of Tyana was announced, and we were greeted for the first time by the great Cappadocian sage and philosopher, as well as the greatest teacher and benefactor that ever drew to himself the love, admiration and reverence of the civilized world,—Apollonius, the Spirit Anointed Christ of the Orient." His communication was as follows:

"Let our salutation be, the survival of truth and its conquest of Superstition. I was born, according to the Christian calendar, on the 16th day of February, A. D. 2, of wealthy parents; was educated, until my 26th year, in general philosophy and literature, when I served for six years under Euxenes, of Heraclea, learning the Pythagorian philosophy. After acquiring all I could learn from the teachings of that philosopher, I went to Antioch, and from there to Jerusalem. On account
of some wonderful physical manifestations of spirit power taking place through my then young mediumship, which persons living in Jerusalem had heard of, my entrance to that city was hailed, as it has been alleged the entrance of Jesus of Nazareth was hailed, with hosannas and songs of praise to one who came in the name of the Lord. And now, mark particularly what I say; this took place when I was thirty-three years of age. I want you to pay the closest attention to what I shall here set forth. You will, by examining Josephus's work, "War of the Jews," see, that concerning the siege of Jerusalem a certain prophecy was given, or words were spoken, as is alleged, by Jesus of Nazareth, which were fulfilled. You will find what I refer to, in Matthew, 23d chapter and 85th verse, where the so-called Jesus is made to have asserted that that generation were guilty of all the blood that had been shed from Abel to Zacharias, the son of Baroch, slain between the temple and the altar exactly thirty-four years after the alleged death of Jesus. And you will find this prophecy then fulfilled, while Jesus is made to have said that it was fulfilled in his time; and here you have an example of the unauthenticity of the Christian Gospels. All this I learned at the very time at which Flavius Josephus wrote the history of the "War of the Jews," for I was employed and used by the Emperor Vespasian as his oracle, when in the same state as this medium is, who now sits before you.

"Never, during my mortal life, did I desire to be worshipped after death—never did I, as a mortal man, teach such a doctrine. But I was deified after my death. Nine epistles were made a present to me by Phraotes of Taxila, India, or rather between Babylon and India, who was a satrap, in those days. Those epistles contained all that is embraced in the present epistles claimed to have been written by St. Paul. And from what I have learned, as a spirit, I conclude that I am both the Jesus and St. Paul of the Christian scriptures. Flattering enough to my vanity, but the ruin of my happiness. It is my duty, here, to confess all I can bring to recollection, in order that spiritual darkness may disperse and the light of truth shine in.

"There is one thing that I desire particularly to speak of, and that is the ultimate of spirit power on earth. All Materialists claim that it is impossible to restore that which is dead to life. Upon this point, upon my own knowledge, I assert that if you have developed your mortal body to that extent, not into what is called moral purity, but into a holy, trusting love, with a heart that beats for humanity, if such a person can come in contact with a fresh, young body from which the spirit has been
driven out before it could accomplish its mission, take that body by the hand, and with mighty will arrest that spirit, he can force it back to the body it once inhabited and make it fulfill its mission. Three things are necessary to do this—first, a perfectly healthy organism. That does not imply a strong, powerful one—it means an organism in which the spirit is greater than the body—the excess of spirit producing this result." [Here the controlling spirit caused the form of the medium to rise, and extending his arms at full length to the right and left said:] "The spirit addressing you is not confined to the limits of the form you see before you. It not only fills the physical organism you see, but extends far around it as well. In the time when I lived in the mortal form the old was dying out and the new being born. By this I mean that superstition, gods and all such ideas were on the wane, and man was seeking, as he is to-day, for something more practical and beneficial.

"It was not through any qualities that I possessed different from, or superior to, those of any other man, that I accomplished what I did, but through the spiritual power within and with me. This fact I want to have especially marked. The highest sensitive mortals living in any age or generation, and who are living the nearest in accord with nature's divine law of truth, will bring forth a child who may be the so-called Saviour of that generation. Those men and women who utter the highest and most beneficial truths to their fellow-mortals are the Saviours of their time.

"Further, I have this to say, I retired voluntarily, for I was neither ostracised nor banished for anything I had done, said or written, to the same island to which, as is alleged, the St. John of Revelations went, in the years 69 and 70 A.D. I there wrote what occurred through me in a trance state, not knowing what I wrote, an almost identical story with that attributed to the so-called St. John the Revelator. That story was nothing more than an attempt of the spirit world to give the truth of the spirit life, through a mortal organism, in a day and generation that was not ripe to receive it. That is, the medium chosen for the expression of the teachings of spirits was too much imbued with the mysticism of Judea and neighboring countries to be well suited for that purpose.

"What is known to you moderns as the anti-Nicene Library, contained documents, some of which are still extant, that fully warrant you in challenging the translators of to-day as to the correctness of their production. Let them examine, if they dare, the manuscripts referred to and they will find what is now being published erroneous in many particulars. They
have followed too much what their ancestors translated, without having translated for themselves.

"Now and here, I declare that the Christian Gospels were all preached by me—preached at Jerusalem—preached at Ephesus—preached at Athens—preached at Philippi—preached at Rome—preached at Antioch—preached at Alexandria—preached at Babylon. In all those countries I preached, and by manipulations, and certain qualities developed in me, I healed the sick, restored the sight of the blind, and, in the way herein set forth, even raised the dead. I will try to make this raising of the dead plainer. If a child, a youth, or a maiden, whose body is fresh, full of vigor and perfection, and whose spirit has become detached from it, in that case I hold that one whose power is great and whose will is indomitable, while that body is yet warm, can cause the spirit to return and continue to inhabit that organism. In this way I know the dead can be restored to life. When I lived on earth all the philosophers who taught men to expect redemption, according to more ancient authorities, taught that such redemption was to happen at that time. From what I have been able to learn as a spirit, I was the person who was designed by spirits to fulfil that mission. I claim no pre-eminence over any one. I only say that my mortal body contained more spirit than the average of men, or even the most highly developed among them, at the time I existed in mortal flesh.

"My history, as it has come down to you moderns, written by one Damis, and by others afterwards, in regard to the main incidents of my life, is correct, but in regard to the glamour, romance and mystery of the narrative, it has no relation to me whatever. The latter was the work of my disciples and followers after my death, and was promulgated by them.

"One thing more and I am through with my communication. It is this. Almost every picture that in modern times, is recognized as the likeness of Jesus, is the identical portrait of Apollonius of Tyana, painted in the reign of Vespasian. That emperor consulted me. I was the oracle in his camp. I was the means of saving the life of Flavius Josephus." [We here asked him how it came that Josephus had made no mention of that fact in his "Jewish War." He replied.] "The Jewish hierarchy of that day had a horror and dislike of even their best friends who were not of their faith, and Josephus being a Pharisee of the straightest sect was even more than usually prejudiced against a Gentile like myself. By this I do not mean that the Pharisees were bad people, but that they were so devoted to their religion as to be bitterly bigoted and prejudiced against those who differed from them.
"It is my opinion, from all I can learn as a spirit, that all the Christian Gospels are borrowed from, and in fact that their origin was, the books that I brought from India, obtained in part from Phraotes, who was King of Taxila. I think those books were used by the Platonists, Eclectics and Gnostics of Alexandria, about one hundred and fifty years after. I died in the year A. D. 99, at Ephesus, and was 97 or 98 years of age, although some have enlarged the period of my earthly life to 160 years. The originals of the four gospels I obtained through one Hiram Ermandi, of Taxila, who took me forward into Farther India. They were written in characters not unlike those used by the Chinese, on thin, tough paper. They treated of the four stages of the life of Buddha. The first to his incarnation and birth, the second to his childhood and youth, the third to his mature life, and the fourth to his old age and death. These books I obtained at Singapore, at the extreme point of India, on the strait between India and Sumatra."

[We here mentioned to him the fact that one week before we had received a communication from a spirit purporting to be Ulphilas, the Christian bishop of the Goths, who said he had translated from Samaritan manuscripts the epistles and gospels to which he, Apollonius, had referred into the Gothic tongue; and that the manuscripts that he translated were the writings of himself, after the originals he obtained at Singapore, India. To which he replied] "One Hegesippus made copies from my translations and modified versions of the originals in the Samaritan tongue and Ulphilas copied from the manuscripts of Hegesippus. I wrote in the Hebraic-Samaritan tongue, which was the language of my country."

Here the control of the medium became wholly exhausted. Bidding us a hasty and most benign adieu, he left the medium more exhausted than we had ever seen him at any previous sitting. No other control of the medium was possible, and thus ended a spirit interview, which is destined to mark an era in human progress never transcended, if ever equalled, in importance and interest to all classes of the human race. We publish such facts, as are conceded by ample authority, to be historically established concerning Apollonius. There is much that it would be desirable to add as the result of our own researches, but we will confine ourselves mainly to the current history of his life and labors. As the best condensed sketch of the life of Apollonius that we have been able to find, we have chosen that of the "Penny Cyclopædia," London, 1884:

We feel that we may safely assume as true and proven, the
following historical statements concerning Apollonius. He was born of wealthy parents at Tyana in Cappadocia, at the very period when it is alleged the Christian’s Jesus was born at Bethlehem. At the age of twelve years he was sent to Tarsus in Cilicia, the alleged birthplace and home of St. Paul. Not liking the frivolous habits of the people of that city, with his father’s consent, he retired to Æge, a town a short distance from Tarsus, where he remained until after attaining to man’s estate. There he studied every system of philosophy, and perfected himself in rhetoric and general literature. There he took up his residence in the temple of Æsculapius, so famed for its miraculous cures, was initiated by the priests of that temple in their mysteries, and performed cures that astonished not only the people, but even those masters of the art of healing. He there finally decided to adopt the philosophy of Pythagoras, and vigorously observed the trying discipline instituted by the Samian sage. He performed the terrible task of five years silence, which he endured cheerfully and without a murmur of complaint. He abstained from animal food, wine and women—lived upon fruits and herbs—dressed only in linen garments of the plainest construction—went barefooted and with uncovered head—and wore his hair and beard uncut. He was especially distinguished for his beauty, his genial bearing, his uniform love and kindness, and his imperturbable equanimity of temper. In these respects he was the personal embodiment of the imaginary traits of the Christian Jesus, and was no doubt the original of the pictures of the so-called Nazarene, now so venerated by uninformed professors of the Christian religion. Determined to devote himself to the pursuit of knowledge and the teaching of philosophy, he gave away his large patrimony to his poor relatives and went to Antioch, then a centre of learning, but little less noted than Athens or Alexandria. There he began his great mission by teaching philosophy to a number of disciples and to the people. He entered the temple of Apollo Daphne, at Antioch, and learned the mysteries of its priesthood. Philostratus describes the style of speaking adopted by Apollonius, thus:

"Apollonius used a style of speaking not elevated, nor swollen in the language of poetry, nor yet one too refined, nor too Attic; for whatever exceeded the Attic mediocrity was considered by him dissonant and unpleasant. He made use of no fastidious nicety in the division of his discourses, nor any fine spun
sentences; nor was he known to adopt an ironical manner, nor any kind of apostrophising with his hearers. He spoke as it were from a tripod, to wit: ‘I know,’ and ‘It seems to me,’ and ‘To what purpose is this?’ and, ‘You must know. His sentences were short and adamantine—his words authoritative and adapted to the sense, and the bare utterance of them conveyed a sound as if they were sanctioned by the sceptre of royalty. Being asked once by a subtle disputant why he did not propose what side of a question he should take in argument? he replied: ‘When I was a young man, I used to follow that practice, but that is no longer necessary as it is now become my duty not to investigate, but to teach the result of my investigations.’ When he was asked, by the same logician, how a wise man should speak, he said as a legislator, for it was the part of a legislator to command the multitude to do, what he himself was convinced ought to be done. In this way he conducted himself at Antioch, and converted many who were strangers to his knowledge.”

Now, when it is remembered that this description of the style in which Apollonius spoke, was written by Damis, the friend, pupil and companion of the Cappadocian sage, long before Jesus Christ or the Christian scriptures were heard or thought of; is it not remarkably evident that the original author of those scriptures was Apollonius himself. If identity of style and sentiment is possible, then was the learned Apollonius the original author of the teachings attributed to Jesus Christ; an identity that all the altering, eliminating and interpolating by the Christian hierarchy have not been able to destroy nor even imperfectly conceal. Quoting Cudworth, Dr. Lardner, in “The Credibility of the Gospel History,” says:

“Cudworth, in his “Intellectual System,” says: ‘It is a thing highly probable, if not unquestionable, that Apollonius Tyaneus, shortly after the publication of the gospel to the world, was a person made choice of by the policy and assisted by the powers of the kingdom of darkness, for doing some things extraordinary, merely out of design to derogate from the miracles of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and to enable paganism the better to bear up against the attacks of Christianity.’ So Cudworth, and I suppose that many learned men of late times, may have expressed themselves in a like manner; but I cannot assent to them.”

He further cites Huet, as follows:

“He [Philostratus] aimed,” says Huet, “and thinks it to have been his principal design ‘to obstruct the progress of the
Christian religion, by drawing the character of a man of great knowledge, sanctity and miraculous power. Therefore he formed Apollonius after the example of Christ, and accommodated many things in the history of our Lord to Apollonius."

Thus we see that the very learned and pious Christian, Huet, was forced to admit the common identity of Apollonius and Jesus—the first described by Philostratus according to the memoirs of Damis, made in the first century; and the latter described by no one knows whom or when, but certainly not earlier than the beginning of the third century of the so-called Christian era, as now contained in what is called the New Testament. As Christian writers have been forced to admit the identity of the respective narratives, concerning Apollonius and Jesus, the only question that remains to be settled is, which was the original author of the so-called Christian teachings? If this has not already been fully done, there remains very little yet to be done to complete the demonstration that Apollonius of Tyana was that author, and not Jesus of Nazareth, nor Paul of Tarsus, as is wrongly claimed by Christian writers.

After stating many reasons for his conclusions, Dr. Lardner, than whom there is no higher Christian authority, says:

"It is manifest, therefore, that Philostratus compared Apollonius and Pythagoras; but I do not see that he endeavored to make him a rival with Jesus Christ. Philostratus has never once mentioned our Saviour, or the Christians his followers, neither in this long work, nor in the 'Lives of the Sophists,' if it be his, as some learned men of the best judgment suppose; nor is there any hint that Apollonius anywhere in his wide travels met with any followers of Jesus. There is not so much as an obscure or general description of any men met with by him, whom any can suspect to be Christians of any denomination, either Catholics or heretics. Whereas I think, if Philostratus had written with a mind adverse to Jesus, he would have laid hold of some occasion to describe and disparage his followers, as enemies to the gods, and contemners of the mysteries and solemnities, and different from all other men."

Let it be remembered that Philostratus lived and wrote his life of Apollonius in the reign of Septimus Severus, about the beginning of the third century A. D. At that time there could not possibly have been in existence any of the scripture narratives of the life of Jesus Christ, so nearly analogous to the incidents and events which he related concerning Apollonius. Had there been such persons living, as Jesus Christ and his
apostles, and their Christian followers, during the time that Apollonius lived and labored throughout the then civilized world, Damis, who accompanied him during much of that time, and who recorded every thing worthy of especial note, would have made some mention of such people, either favorably or unfavorably. That he did not do so, is of itself sufficient proof that neither Jesus Christ, his apostles nor the Christian religion, had an existence either before or during that period, which was the only time in which they could have had a real existence. At all events, nothing can be more certain than the conclusion of Dr. Lardner, that Philostratus did not write the life of Apollonius to disparage the Christian religion.

But Dr. Lardner is not content to make that fatal acknowledgment of the Christian plagiarism of the life and labors of Apollonius; but makes an equally fatal acknowledgment in another direction. In disagreeing with Cudworth, Huet and others, as to the life of Apollonius, by Philostratus, having been written to oppose Christianity, Dr. Lardner says:

"With due submission I do not think that Apollonius was a man of so great importance, as is here supposed; for it does not appear, that any adversaries of the Christians, either Celsus or Porphyry, or any other before Hierocles, at the beginning of the fourth century, under Diocletian's persecution, ever took any notice of him in any of their arguments. Nor do I know that he has been once mentioned by any Christian writers of the first two centuries. When I first met with the observation of Cudworth [herein before given] I was very much surprised, considering the silence of all early antiquity. If this observation were right, I should have expected to find frequent mention of Apollonius in the history of St. John, and the other apostles of Christ; but there is none. We had in that space of time divers learned men, some of them as eminent for extensive literature as any men that ever lived; as Justin, Tatian, Bardesanes the Syrian, Clement of Alexandria, Irenæus, Julius Africanus, Tertullian, Minucius Felix; not to insist on Clement of Rome, Ignatius, or Polycarp, or the histories of them. Of all these we have some remains; they lived in the first two centuries or the beginning of the third; but of Apollonius they have not taken the least notice."

Very true, Dr. Lardner, and why did they not do so? That total silence on the part of those authors of the first and second centuries regarding so eminent a philosopher and teacher as was Apollonius of Tyana, can be accounted for upon but one
theory, and that will show that it was a necessity to utterly ignore Apollonius and his philosophical and religious teachings, in order that the Christian religion could gain a foothold to usurp the field he had so grandly occupied. Of all the authors named by Dr. Lardner, the complete works of none of them have come down to us. Besides, the fragmentary remains of the works of the first three centuries that have reached us, have had to pass through the hands of Eusebius, Pope Sylvester I., and their coadjutors and successors, who, from the beginning of the fourth century downward to the time when the art of printing ended it, were so assiduously engaged in interpolating, mutilating and destroying every trace of evidence, within their reach, that showed the real origin and nature of the Christian religion. It should have struck the attention of Dr. Lardner, with vastly greater force, that no where in the books of the New Testament is there a single mention made of Apollonius, if we except in a few verses of 1st Corinthians, where it says: "For while one saith, I am of Paul; and another, I am of Apollos; are ye not carnal? Who, then, is Paul, and who Apollos, but ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man? I have planted, Apollos watered; but God gave the increase." In a very ancient manuscript of this Epistle found in a monastery of France by a Huguenot soldier, called the Codex Beza, the name is not Apollos, but Apollonius. But even this positive clue to the identity of Apollonius with the St. Paul of the Christians was attempted to be obliterated by substituting Apollos for Apollonius, as it originally stood. This studied avoidance of all mention of Apollonius in the Christian Scriptures, is positive proof that his recognition, in any way whatever, by the authors of Christianity would be fatal to their scheme of deception and fraud. We wonder they had not had the cunning to obliterate that one reference to the preaching and teaching of Apollonius, and the admission that his teaching was in perfect accord with the teachings attributed to St. Paul. It is an old saying that liars should have good memories. This was never more apparent than in the oversight of not eliminating that tell-tale confession from the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians. There it stands, and there it will stand, thanks to the art of printing, to confound these Christian enemies of truth, and make clear the fraud they are upholding. Dr. Lardner further says:
"The first Christian writer who has mentioned him" (Apollonius), so far as I can recollect, is Origen, in his books against Celsus, written not long before the middle of the third century. When he says: 'He who would know whether magic has any power over philosophers, may read the memoirs of Mæroagene, concerning Apollonius of Tyana, both a magician and a philosopher. In which Mæroagene, who was not a Christian, but a philosopher, says, that some, and no inconsiderable philosophers were taken by the magical art of Apollonius and came to him as a magician. Among them I suppose he means Euphrates, and a certain Epicurean. But we can affirm upon the ground of our own experience, that they who worship the God over all through Jesus Christ, and live according to the Gospel, and pray as they ought to do day and night, have no reason to fear anything from magic.' So Origen is led to speak in answer to some things in Celsus; but it does not appear that Celsus had at all mentioned either Apollonius, or his historian. Apollonius is mentioned by Lucian, but what he says of him ls far from being to his advantage. He is also mentioned by Apuleius who was contemporary with Lucian; nor is there any other older author now extant where he is mentioned; which must be reckoned an argument of his great obscurity, till he was set up by Philostratus. After that time Apollonius is taken notice of by many; as Arnobius and Lactantius, and Eusebius, who were led to observe upon Hierocles, whose whole book against the Christians was founded on the memoirs of Philostratus. He is afterwards mentioned by Augustin and other Christian writers; and he is mentioned several times by the writers of the Augustin History, who flourished in the time of Diocletian, or soon afterwards, and by Dion Cassius, and by Eunapius, who commends the history of Philostratus, but says, that instead of entitling it the 'Life of Apollonius, he might have called it the 'Peregrination of a God among Men.'"

Now it must not be forgotten that the writings of Celsus were lost or destroyed long since; nothing being known of what they were, except as Origen has reported them. Whether Celsus did, or did not, mention Apollonius, is a matter of no consequence. Celsus did not write until nearly a century after the death of Apollonius, and may never have met with the memoirs of Damis or Mæroagene concerning Apollonius. That Lucian and Apuleius, who wrote while Apollonius still lived or soon after his death, should have mentioned him is sufficient to establish his historical existence. Philostratus had not then come into possession of the memoirs of Damis, Mæroagene and
Maximus of Ægis, and the history of the life and labors of Apollonius, had been suppressed, no doubt by the influence of the priesthods of Greece and Rome. The desire of the cultured empress Julia Domna, to learn the history of Apollonius, shows that he was not unknown to fame as a distinguished philosopher, as late as the beginning of the third century, when Philostratus wrote his Life of Apollonius. As admitted by Dr. Lardner, all through the third century, there was frequent mention of his name and teachings. But it was not until Hierocles in the beginning of the fourth century boldly charged upon the Christian priesthood their plagiarism of the teachings and works of Apollonius, that the latter found it necessary to set every means at work that could in any way help to conceal the great truth that Hierocles proclaimed with such portentous force. It is true that no one now knows exactly what it was that Hierocles wrote, for Eusebius, who took upon himself the task of destroying the testimony of Hierocles, took precious good care to destroy the work of his formidable opponent, and to give his own version of the matter instead. The reply of Eusebius to Hierocles has come down to us. Why has not Hierocles' arraignment of the Christian priesthood also come down to us? Let that priesthood answer.

We can in no way more effectually show the effect which the Life of Apollonius of Tyana, by Philostratus, had upon the Christian priesthood and clergy, than to cite the observations of Dr. S. Parker, D. D., Archdeacon of Canterbury, published 1681. We copy it from Mr. Lardner's works. They are as follows.

"But the man of wonders is Apollonius Tyanaeus, of whom they boast and insult as the true heathen Messias; in that he wrought not, as Vespasian did, one or two chance miracles; but his whole life was all prodigy, and equal to our Saviour's both for the number and the wonder of his works. But here first we have in part shown what undoubted records we have of the life of Jesus; whereas, all the credit of Apollonius, his history, depends upon the authority of one single man, who besides that he lived a hundred years after him, ventured nothing, as the apostles did, in confirmation of the truth, but only composed it in his study: thereby, as appears from his frequent digressions, to take occasion of communicating to the world all the learning he had raked together. Nay, so far was he from incurring any loss by the work, that he was set upon it by a
great empress, whose religious zeal in the cause would be sure
to see him well rewarded. And though he made use of the
commentaries of Damis, the inseparable companion of Apol­
onius, yet he confesses that Damis himself never published his
commentaries, but that a friend of Damis communicated them
to the Empress, which himself probably might have forged (as
is common in courts) to pick her pocket. However, as for
Damis himself, it is evident from Philostratus, his whole story,
that he was a very simple man, and that Apollonius only picked
him up as a fit Sancho Panza to exercise his wit upon; so
that upon all occasions we find him not only baffling the
esquire in disputes, but breaking jests upon him, which he
always takes with much thankfulness, and more humility, still
admirning his master’s wisdom, but much more his wit.

“But after all, what the story of Damis was, or whether there
was ever any such story, we have no account, unless from
Philostratus himself; and therefore we must resolve it all into
his own authority alone. And there it is evident, that Apollo­
nius was neither a god nor a divine man, as his friends boasted;
nor a magician or conjurer, as his enemies imagined, but a
mere fanatic and pedantic Pythagorean; who for the honor of
his sect travelled, as many others have done, into all parts of
the world; and when he returned home told his countrymen,
that all men renowned for wisdom all the world over were of
the sect of the Pythagoreans; and then for advancement of
their authority told strange and prodigious tales of their
wonder-working power. Though here either he, or his histo­
rian, has acquitted himself so awkwardly, as utterly to spoil
the tale and defeat the design. This Eusebius has shown at
large in his book against Hierocles, by taking to pieces all parts
of the story, and discovering all its flaws and incoherences.

“But I shall content myself with proving the vanity of the
whole from the notorious falsehood of one particular narration,
upon which depends all that extraordinary power which he
pretends to; and that is his conversation with the Indian
Brahmins, from whom, if we may believe his account of him­
self, he learned all that he could do, more than the common
philosophers of Greece. And if this prove a romance, all the
rest of his history must unavoidably follow its fortune.”

Here some of the most trivial things related by Damis are
cited to show that the Brahmins of India imparted nothing
worth knowing to Apollonius. And then he continues:

“And that is the most I can make of the story; though I
know that Huetius is of opinion, that all the substantial mira­
cles are stolen out of the gospels and the Acts of the Apostles,
and that for the most part, in the words and phrases of St. Luke. And this he has endeavored to make good by a great variety of parallel instances; and thinks it a manifest discovery both of the vanity of Philostratus, and the imposture of Apollonius, where he is only adorned with borrowed feathers, but a great accession to the credit of our Saviour, that when his enemies would frame the idea of a divine man, they were forced to steal their best feathers from his picture. So that, he says, it was no wonder that Hierocles should so confidently compare the miracles of Apollonius to those of Jesus, when those of Jesus were with so little disguise clapped upon Apollonius.

"This were a pretty discovery if it stood upon good grounds; but alas! most of the parallelisms are so forced, or so slender, or so far fetched, that it were easy to make as many, and as probable, between any other histories whatever. And indeed, in such a design as this of Philostratus, viz, to make up a story as full of strange things as he could contrive, it is scarcely possible not to have hit upon some things like some of those miracles which are recorded in the gospels; so that in some few of them there may be some resemblance, as particularly there seems to be in that of the Gadarene daemoniac, and the Corcyrean youth; yet it is very obvious to apprehend, that this might happen, not by design, but by chance. And whereas Buetius will needs have it, that Philostratus has stolen not only the stories, but the very words of St. Luke, I find no instance of it, only in this one relation, where they both, it seems, use the word Basanichein; and this they might easily do without theft or imitation, it being the common Greek word that signifies torment; so that they could no more avoid that in Greek, than we could this in rendering it into English. Nay, setting aside this one story, I find no resemblance between the history of Philostratus and that of the gospels, that I scarce know any two stories more unlike; for it is obvious to any man that reads Philostratus, that his whole design was to follow the train of the old heathen mythology; and that is the bottom of his folly, by his story to gain historical credit to the fables of the poets. So that it is a very true and just censure which Ludovicus Vives has given of him, that as he had endeavored to imitate Homer, so he had abundantly out-lied him. For there is scarcely anything extraordinary reported in the whole history in which he does not apparently design either to verify or to rectify some of that blind ballad-singer's tales; but especially in conjuring Achilles out of his tomb, and discoursing with him about the old stories that were told of the Trojan war.

"And yet after all, few of Apollonius' miracles are sufficiently vouched, even in his own history; v. g. the last that I men-
tioned, of the apparition of Achilles; which had no other testimony but of Apollonius himself, who stubbornly refused to have any companions or witnesses of the fact; beside many other absurdities in the story itself; as his rising out of the tomb five feet long, and then swelling to twice the length; his being forced to vanish away at cock-crowing, and the nymphs constantly visiting him.

"And so again, he pretended to understand all languages without learning any [This is a positive misstatement on the part of Dr. Parker.] and yet when he came to the Indian King he was forced to converse with him by an interpreter. And whereas the story tells us of the devil's being cast out of a young man by a mandate from the Brahmans, yet it gives us no account of the event of it, only they pretended to do it; but whether it was effectually done, we do not find that either Apollonius or Damis ever inquired.

"But the great miracle of all was his vanishing away at his trial before Domitian in the presence of all the great men of Rome. But then, though our historian be very desirous we would believe it, yet he fal ters afterwards, like a guilty liar, in his confidence. For whereas at first he positively affirms, that he quite vanished away; at last he only says, that he went away. And this, though he would seem to affirn that it was after a wonderful manner, and nobody knows how, is a pitiful abatement to the bigness of his former expression, 'vanishing away.' Though the truth is, if he stood to it, it must have unavoidably proved itself a lie; for it is utterly incredible, that so strange a thing as that should have been done in so great a presence, and yet never any notice taken of it.

"But in the last place, the historian would fain bid at something of his hero's appearing after death; yet he does it so faintly, that in the conclusion of all it comes to nothing especially when he tells us, that the time of his death was altogether unknown, and that the uncertainty of it took in no less than the compass of thirty years. And then they that were so utterly at a loss as to the time of his decease, and that for so long a space, were very likely to give a very wise account of the certain time of anything that he did after it.

"But how, or to whom did he appear? Why, to a young man, one of his followers, that doubted of the immortality of the soul, for ten months together after his death. But how, or where? Why, the young man being tired with watching, and praying to Apollonius, that he would appear to him in this point, one day fell asleep in the school, where the young men were forming their several exercises; and on the sudden he starts up in a great fright, and a great sweat, crying out, 'I
believe thee O! Tyanmae.' And being asked by his companions the meaning of his transport: Why, says he, do you not see Apollonius? They answer him, No; but they would be glad to give all the world if they could. It is true, says he; for he only appears to me, for my satisfaction, and he is invisible to all others. And then he tells them what he had said to him in his sleep concerning the state of souls. This poor account of the dream and vision of an over-watchèd boy, is all that this great story affords, to vie with our Saviour's resurrection.

"And now upon the review of this whole story, it seems evident to me, that this man was so far from being endowed with any extraordinary divine power, that he does not deserve the reputation of an ordinary conjurer; for though Huetius has taken some pains to prove him so, yet he gives no evidence of it beside the opinion of the common people; and if that were enough to make a conjurer, there is no man of an odd and singular humor (as Apollonius affected to be) who is not so thought of by the common people. And, therefore, when he was accused for it before Domitian, the emperor, upon coming to hear the cause, slighted both him and his accusers and dismissed him from the court for an idle and fantastic fellow.

"And it is manifest from the whole series of his history, that he was a very vain man, and affected to be thought something extraordinary, and so wandered all the world over in an odd garb to be gazed at and admired, and made himself considerable, in that age by wit, impudence and flattery; of all which he had a competent share. And for his wonder-working faculty which he needs pretend to, he fetched that as far off as the East Indies, that is, the farthest off, as he thought, from confutation; and yet the account which he has given of those parts is so grossly fabulous, that that alone convict's his whole life of imposture and impudence."

Such was the consternation produced by the translation of Philostratus' "Life of Apollonius of Tyana," into the modern tongues of Europe, that Christians both Catholic and Protestant, seem to have cast discretion to the winds and to have floundered into the bog from which it was their chief aim to escape. It will be seen that neither Dr. Parker, Huet, nor Dr. Lardner so much as deigned to notice the real and undeniable facts connected with the life and labors of Apollonius, but spent all their ingenuity in making the most of the fictions or exaggerated recitals which were so common an accompaniment of ancient historical narratives, not one of which does not mingle the
marvelous with the well authenticated events, which constitute the ground work and object of all ancient historical records. This avoidance of all notice of the philosophical and religious teachings of Apollonius, by those learned theologians, shows, as nothing else could, their consciousness, that Apollonius was really the Jesus, Paul and John of the "New Testament Scriptures."

We have shown that Apollonius for several years taught and preached at Antioch, and converted many, who were strangers to his knowledge, to a belief in his doctrines. It was owing to his great renown as a spiritual medium and teacher, acquired at Antioch, that certain Jews who had become acquainted with his gifts as a medium, and the remarkable manifestations of spirit power occurring through him, prevailed upon him to go to Jerusalem. This visit, he tells us, he made to Jerusalem when he was just thirty-three years of age, the very age at which it has been alleged that Jesus began his heaven appointed mission. He tells us he was then hailed upon his entrance into that city, by the people, as it has been alleged the entrance of Jesus of Nazareth was hailed, with hosannas and songs of praise to one who came in the name of the Lord. He refers no doubt to the following portion of the (xxi Matthew 9), "And the multitude that went before, and that followed, cried Hosanna to the son of David; blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord; Hosanna in the highest. And when he came into Jerusalem, all the city was moved, saying, Who is this? and the multitude said, This is Jesus, the Prophet of Nazareth of Galilee." It is true that Apollonius says nothing of his experience at the hands of the Jewish priesthood, and we are left to infer that their treatment of him was less agreeable to him than his reception by the multitude. It is true that there is no historical mention extant, of this visit of Apollonius to Jerusalem, and therefore we may justly conclude that the writer of "The Gospel According to Matthew," after making use of such a historical manuscript to serve his purpose of robbing Apollonius of his duly acquired fame, by substituting the mythical Jesus in his stead, took special care to destroy the historical original. That Apollonius never returned to Jerusalem, until he did so thirty-two years afterward as the oracle in Vespasian's camp at the overthrow of Jerusalem, would indicate that the usage he had received at the hands of the Jewish
priesthood, on his first visit, was such as to deter him from again placing himself in their power. As strong evidence of the correctness of this conjecture, it is well to note, that Judæa was the only civilized country that Apollonius did not visit, and throughout which he did not preach, and in which he did not receive the fraternal reception of every order of priesthood. That Damis made no record of this visit of Apollonius to Jerusalem, may be reasonably accounted for by the facts that it was made before Damis began his memoirs, and in all probability Apollonius was too much disgusted with the narrow bigotry of the Jewish hierarchy to inform Damis about it. Apollonius has not told us what followed his joyous reception by the people of Jerusalem. The writers who have made use of that event to exalt their mythical man-god, say, regarding the latter: "And the blind and the lame came to him in the temple and he healed them. And when the chief priests and scribes saw the wonderful things that he did, and the children crying in the temple, and saying, Hosanna to the Son of David; they were sore displeased, and said unto him, Hearest thou what these say? And Jesus saith unto them, Yea; have ye never read, 'Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise?' And he left them, and went out of the city into Bethany; and he lodged there." How much of that is taken from the historical memoirs of Apollonius, we may not certainly know; but nothing is more thoroughly authenticated than the fact that Apollonius was a wonderful healing medium—that he restored sight to the blind, strength to the lame, health to the sick, life to those apparently dead, and prophesied with an accuracy that astonished the then civilized world. That he did all these things at Jerusalem, is most probable, if not certain. And thus, through the return of the spirit of Apollonius, we have a chapter of history revived that the writers of the Christian scriptures supposed they had entirely obliterated from its records.
APPENDIX.

The communication from Apollonius of Tyana given in these pages, is only one of a large number to be found in ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, a volume of over six hundred pages, presenting a vast array of evidence concerning the real origin of dogmatic Christianity, the Christian Jesus and the Gospels. The historians of past centuries who were in sympathy with the doctrines of Christianity, employed all the means at their command to conceal or destroy the history of Apollonius and many even denied his existence. Had they admitted that he lived, not only in history, but in fact, it would doubtless have undermined the foundations of Christianity and its teachings. Had the history of Apollonius come down to us intact, instead of being mutilated, it would have been plainly evident that the narrative of the Christian Jesus was mainly if not entirely formulated from the life and teachings of Apollonius, hence the reason for this vandalism. These communications emanated from ancient philosophers, sages, rulers and historians, some of whom lived previous to the Christian era, others subsequent to that period. In connection with the communications are extracts from the historical researches of many of the most eminent scholars of past centuries and these with the able comments thereon not only give a full and evidently truthful account of the origin of Christianity, but describe the manner in which history has been manipulated, and to what extent it has been destroyed to serve the interest of religious bigots. The interpolations and forgeries in history which are pointed out will astonish the reader who has not carefully studied the subject, as well as the scholar. ANTIQUITY UNVEILED contains the most startling revelations concerning the religious history of mankind that has come to the knowledge of the world in any century. The forms, creeds and ceremonies of the Christian religion are shown to have been derived from the most ancient religious, viz: Phallic and Sun Worship. The volume is a library in itself, and the historical data are in themselves a marvel. All should read it.
EXTRACTS FROM THE CONTENTS OF
ANTiquity Unveiled.

Apollonius of Tyana, the Nazarene—Born A. D. 2, died A. D. 99—His history and teachings appropriated to formulate Christianity.—The original gospels of the New Testament brought from India.

Pope Gregory VII.—His reasons for destroying the library of the Palatine Apollo.—The manuscripts contained therein would prove the non-existence of Jesus Christ.

Pliny the Younger.—His letter to Trajan referred to the Essenes and not to the Christians—The word Christians a forgery.

Origem.—Christianity and Paganism identical.—The narratives relating to the person Jesus Christ derived from Greek and Egyptian god makers.

Flavius Josephus, the Jewish historian.—The reference to Jesus of Nazareth fraudulently interpolated by some Christian copyer of his history—No such person as Jesus of Nazareth existed in the time of Josephus.

Constantinus Pogonatus—The Sixth council of Constantinople A. D. 680.—Prometheus of the Greeks adopted to represent Jesus Christ—Lamb worship changed to man worship—Lamb worship a relic of paganism—the edict prohibiting the worship of the lamb on the cross.

Titus Livius, a Roman Historian.—The birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ portrayed in the annual passage of the Sun through the constellations of the Zodiac.

Cardinal Caesar Baroni, Librarian of the Vatican.—The Hindoo god Chrsnna, in reality the Christ of the Christians—Sworn to secrecy.

Hormisdas, a Roman Catholic Pontiff.—Destruction of the Pauline Epistles—Eusebius a scoundrel—Jesus Christ worshipped in the form of a lamb—Romanism is Paganism changed into Christianity.

Junianus Justinus, a Latin Historian.—Works mutilated by Christian writers—Jesus Christos changed to Jesus Christ in the days of Eusebius.

Strabo, Historian and Geographer—"If the record of the past had been allowed to stand there would be no Christianity to-day"—Confirmatory proof that the portrait of the Nazarene, represents Apollonius.

Herodes Agrippa II, King of Judea.—The true version of the trial of Paul before Agrippa as given in Acts.

Procopius, the Secretary of Belisarius.—Eusebius changes the Hindoo Chrsnna Into the Jew Jesus Christ—Julian the Apostate did not recant upon his death bed.

Ananias, a Jewish High-priest—Apollonius and not Christ accused before Felix.—The only Christ preached in Judea was the Christos of Apollonius.

Paulinus, Archbishop of York.—His mutilation of the Scriptures—He finds Jesus Christ to be Apollonius of Tyana.

Zoroaster.—Startling disclosures.—The Jewish Book of Daniel contains the actual earthly experiences of Zoroaster—Zoroaster, not Daniel thrust into the lion’s den—Corrections made in history.
THE RECEPTION ACCORDED TO
"ANTIQUITY UNVEILED" BY THE PRESS.

The Banner of Light, Boston, Mass.
"The historical data given are in themselves a marvel."

The Truth Seeker, New York.
"The book is bristling with points, deals with a wide range of subjects, and quotes extensively from well known authors. It shows where the early Christians found the myths and rites which they adopted and relabeled, and which the Western world now knows as Christianity."

From the Kansas City Journal, April 24th, 1893.
"This is one of the most remarkable books that has ever found its way to our literary table, and can hardly be described without a repetition of its own history.

"The contents are remarkable to the last degree, and any one reading them and comparing the messages with the comments can see that no one intellect could have been the author of all. All through the comments can be seen and felt the intellectual methods and idioms of the one mind that did the work, but of the one hundred and sixty papers from other assumed authors, no two of them are alike in any respect, a fact that will puzzle critics more than anything else about the book.

"There can only be one of two positions, which we shall not pretend to decide upon in any way—either that the whole book is an ingenuous and exceedingly learned and able invention, or has a basis for its contents and argument. Its claims at once raise the question that is now so rife over all the world, of the credibility of occult methods and testimony. No scholar can read this book without intense interest, for its contents contain within themselves intrinsically so much that is plausible, and so thoroughly scholarly and circumstantial in statement that the frank minded are perplexed as to which category to assign it. It is the strangest book in claims, in contents, and in the fascinating interest of its story that can be found in occult literature.

From the Alycune, Springfield, Mass.
"ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.—The conclusion arrived at in this book is that the Jesus of the Christians is a mythical character, chiefly based upon the life and deeds of Apollonius of Tyana. The statement, if true, is overwhelming. There is a fascinating interest in reading the multiplied testimony of Apollonius, Damis, Plotinus, Ptolemy, Josephus and others. In the work will be found much to show that Christianity, like all other religious systems, sprang from some other religions existing before it. Christianity is not a sudden burst of revelation upon the world. It is an evolution and grew out of other decaying religious systems."
PRESS NOTICES.
From the Banner of Light, Boston, Mass.

"That a man from the ordinary walks of life, wholly ignorant of what before his entrancement he was to speak, and even if he had known was particularly unfitted for the task, should deliver these one hundred and sixty addresses, as found in ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, purporting to come from those who lived on earth prior to, during and years subsequent to the opening of the Christian era, is a fact that should entitle this volume to a respectful consideration. The historical data given are in themselves a marvel, and more confirmatory—considering the channel through which they come—of the identity of the controlling intelligences than any other feature of the work.

From the Better Way, Cincinnati, Ohio.

"It has long been understood by analytical minds that Christianity is of heathen origin, and therefore spurious so far as the claim is set up of its prescience and exclusiveness as a revelation containing deific truth. A new volume, ANTIQUITY UNVEILED lies before me, and I feel that a word of opinion as to its merits may be the means of inducing others to look closer into these matters, and particularly that class known as Christian Spiritualists. During the career of J. M. Roberts he was the recipient of much matter, both from material and spiritual sources, touching upon the validity of the Christian scheme of religion. Unhappily he was called to the inner life before his plans had become perfected, and thus the great work of his mortal life was estopped by a summons none may dispute. But through the exertions of those immediately interested in his labors and researches this book has been launched upon the sea of thought. It remains for those who desire truth, eager enough to go after it, to make the venture a success. The book explains through its 600 pages, by communications from excarnated spirits who, prior and subsequent to the inauguration of the Christian plagiarism, were prominent in the affairs of the world, how the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana were appropriated as a basis upon which to construct Christianity. It has long been advanced by unbiased thinkers that Apollonius was the power behind the myth of Jesus Christ, which myth was borrowed from the appellation ascribed to the ancient sun gods. But the chief merit of this work lies in the complete substantiation of that fact. The old mythological Prometheus, bound to a rock, is shown in this book to be the prefigure of the Judean crucifixion, and every other myth of ancient times was pressed into a new garb and made to do duty in the new salvation scheme. The book is bound to create a stir, and is among the very best, if not the best, expositions of the fallacies of Christianity's claim extant. Those interested in unearthing doubts and setting them upon a basis of facts will do well to get this book. It is a complete compendium and lays bare the whole fabric of Christianity. The measures adopted to suppress the real facts concerning Jesus Christ are here disclosed. The work is an irrefutable exposition of the most appalling deception ever foisted upon the human race, Christianity."
From the Boston Investigator.

"A very remarkable book has just been issued by the Oriental Publishing Co., Philadelphia, entitled ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. The testimony presented is enormous and of the most startling nature. It appears from this book that for centuries, commencing with the Christian era, there was established a regular system for the destruction of all the literature that did not conform to certain standards of thought, and that which was not destroyed was hidden and remained hidden until recent years. From unexpected sources a mass of information has been obtained in regard to Apollonius of Tyana that places that ancient in the very foremost ranks of the world's teachers. The real facts in relation to the origin of the Essenes and other societies are given, as are also the motives for the destruction by fire of the Alexandrian and other great libraries. ANTIQUITY UNVEILED gives proof that many men whose memories have been cherished with veneration for centuries were nothing less than forgers and cheats, whose highest ambition was to destroy historical evidence, and found new systems of thought upon lies, plagiarisms and interpolations. That mankind has been cheated out of much that was real and valuable in ancient literature by unscrupulous zealots, all intelligent men have known, but it will be a complete surprise to many to learn the enormous extent of the vandalism and to learn the names of the vandals. Had ANTIQUITY UNVEILED been published a century or two ago, it would have been burned and its author also. But in this age it will survive and open the eyes of many and cause them to shun evil and deception and aim to be noble and above all—truthful."—[JURY.]

From the Moslem World, New York City.

"In some respects ANTIQUITY UNVEILED is one of the most remarkable works of the present century. Whatever may have been the real inspiration of the work, the evidence it presents is directly in the line of Mr. Lillie's greatest work, the author of which certainly cannot be charged with a belief in or sympathy with the theories of Modern Spiritualism. It is also strictly in harmony with the conclusions of many learned, thoughtful men, who have given Church Christianity thorough and unprejudiced study in the light of the latest historical discoveries and translation of the philosophical books of the East. In short, the convictions reached by Mr. Lillie, Baron Harden Hickey and others, through what are considered the legitimate channels of scientific research, are fully corroborated by the author of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, who can hardly be accused of borrowing his ideas from the authors referred to. This is a singular fact in itself, and while it cannot be taken as conclusive evidence of the correctness of the Spiritualistic theories, it gives the work a claim to careful consideration which it might not otherwise possess."
"We agree with the statement in the prospectus of this work: 'Christianity is either a great deception, deliberately practiced upon the unsuspecting mind, or a divinely inspired religion as is claimed by its teachers; that Jesus Christ is either what he is claimed to be, or a mythical character who is being held up before the world as the saviour, but whose existence has no foundation in fact.' If all the statements in the book are true, Mr. Roberts has made out a good case against the prevailing religion. The book is bristling with points, deals with a wide range of subjects, and quotes extensively from well-known authors. It is a compilation of not a little value, and will greatly aid the investigator into the origin of Christianity and show him where the early Christians found the myths and rites which they adopted and relabeled, and which the Western world now knows as Christianity."

"ORIENTAL PUBLISHING COMPANY:—I hail the appearance of your books as one of the greatest victories in the movements of the powers and forces of Light, now struggling for pre-eminence over the darkness that has so long enshrouded the race. Occasionally I encounter a person who remarks, 'I have no care to go back to the dead past; I am more interested in the truths of to-day and to-morrow.' They do not see that—the 'Past' still lies like an incubus upon the bosom of humanity today with a strong lingering grip upon the people, still cloaking the mind of the rising generation from the true incoming light. They do not realize to what an extent the past still spreads out over the present, shutting out the light that would otherwise flood the world and level all extreme conditions. I am surprised and delighted that the price of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED does not place it beyond the means of all classes to obtain. There is no excuse for ignorance at the present time except it be the love of ignorance. I hope the work will be circulated broadcast. I shall do all I can to extend its circulation.—C. H. BARKER, Lowell, Mass.

"Rockford, Ill, April 4, 1892.—ORIENTAL PUBLISHING COMPANY:—Gentlemen: I feel it my duty, as well as a pleasure to write you with thanks for the satisfaction the partial reading of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED has given me. Having travelled over the entire historical ground with diligent care, pencil always in hand, I say to you in all frankness, I find the positions taken in your book mainly true. Your work should be everywhere welcomed and I bespeak for it an immense sale. G. W. BROWN, M. D., Author of Researches in Oriental History."
How Scholars Sustain the Claims of “Antiquity Unveiled.”

The following is a quotation from a paper read at the Parliament of Religions, by Prof. Goospeed, entitled, What the Dead Religions Have Bequeathed to the Living: "Formerly it was customary to find little that was original in any religion. All was borrowed. The tendency to-day is reactionary, and the originality of great systems is greatly exaggerated. * * * Many a shrine of Christianity is a transformation of a local altar of heathendom. There is no more important and no more intricate work lying in the sphere of comparative religions than an analysis of existing faiths with a view to the recovery of the bequests of preceding systems. While much has been done the errors and extravagances of scholars in many instances should teach caution. We must pass over a large portion of this great field. Attention should be called to the wide range of materials in the realm of Christianity alone. To her treasury, bequests of usage and ritual have come from all the dead past. From Teutonic and Celtic faiths, from the Cultus of Rome, and the worship and the thought of Greece, contributions can still be pointed out in the complex system."

Rabbi Schindler, of Boston, the eminent Biblical scholar in writing of Antiquity Unveiled, says: "I have read the book with a good deal of pleasure, but it would be impossible for me to express my thoughts concerning it in a few lines. There is so much to be said about it, that it would take many pages to express it, and to do this I have not
the time. However, permit me to touch upon a few points. The purpose for which the book seems to have been written, has long ceased to be a pressing want, because all who even superficially have read history, know that the Christian religion has developed from Jewish and Pagan sources, and that the supposed author of it was a myth. It is well known that there is no contemporary evidence in regard to him, that if he has lived he was not known at all, and has not been a great ideal of a man which Unitarians wish to make of him. That people do not speak out what they think, and do not conform at once with their better knowledge is due to their unwillingness to pose as martyrs. They let things go as they please and keep their opinions to themselves.

The foregoing is an extract from a brief review of the work by this very able writer.

HENRY FRANK, a leading liberal writer and scholar, August 26, 1893, writes: "ANTIQUITY UNVEILED is one of the most interesting books it ever fell to my lot to enjoy. I therefore, take the first opportunity to express the effect which the remarkable book is having on me, as I suppose you would like to know. In the first place let me say that the treatise itself is the most absorbing of anything on the subject, I have yet come across, not even excepting the writings of Max Muller. Mr. Roberts has certainly given us in a comparatively small space, a most surprising quantity of information, and I would at once recommend it as a handy compendium on the general subject of the origin of all religions. Thus far, I refer only to the actual historical citations with which this work abounds."

G. W. BROWN, M. D. Author of "Researches in Oriental History," writes: "Having travelled over the entire historical ground with diligent care, I find the positions taken in your book mainly true."

When the attention of LAKSHMI NARAIN, of Lahore, India, who took part in the Parliament of Religions, was called to ANTIQUITY UNVEILED he said that the scholars of India knew that the teachings contained in the gospels originally came from India, but was surprised that the fact was known and published in this country. He was deeply interested in the work, taking a copy to India with him. He said he would bring it before the religious societies that he represented in his native land, and he believed its influence and the information contained therein, would do much to break the
effect of the teachings of Christian missionaries, who were misleading the uneducated classes.

VIRCHAND A. GANDHI, of Bombay, India, one of the chief exponents of the Jain religion at the Parliament of Religions, speaking of India, his native land, said, "I, like my friend, Mr. Mozoomdar and others, come to you from INDIAN, THE MOTHER OF RELIGIONS."

MOHAMMED ALEXANDER WEBB, in speaking of the effects of the Christian religion in India, said: "Christianity makes no progress in India among the intelligent classes because the intelligent Hindoo is conversant with the principles of all religions, while the Christian only knows his own imperfectly, consequently none of the people listen to the Christian missionaries, but the ignorant classes."

MAHARAJAH OF KAPURTHALA, the head of the Sikh branch of Hindoo religion, while on his late visit to this country, in a reported interview as to Christianity, said: "No high class Hindoo will accept Christianity since there is nothing to commend it to him for acceptance. If he is an educated man, he knows how pure a system of ethics is contained in his own religion and is satisfied with that. If antiquity is to be reverenced, then his own philosophy is far superior to that offered by Christian missionaries. He can compare—weigh—judge—examine—test—and finally he is forced to conclude that divested of its external covering the Christian religion owes its origin to the great philosophies of his native land."

WILLARD J. HULL, of Buffalo, N. Y., in writing of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, says: "Probably no book ever compiled containing an array of testimony calculated to prove a given charge, has been so astounding in its affirmations or produced a more profound consideration than the work before me. It is indeed, a momentous undertaking to charge and prove the spurious origin of a religious system claiming prescience and exclusiveness. Yet this is the burden of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. Scholars in all the past ages who have been disinterested and unprejudiced in their researches in the occult mysteries of the effete systems of the East, have maintained that the claims of Christianity, so far as they relate to originality, either in moral precept, doctrinal points, or the so-called miraculous conception of a god, are wholly without warrant, drawn from these older systems, and were incorporated into Christianity for the
purposes of power and emolument in the hands of a despotic priesthood."

"ANTIQUITY UNVEILED is a compilation of communications from ancient spirits with explanatory remarks and suggestions by the late Jonathan M. Roberts. These communications were given through the organism of an entranced medium. They all testify that no such man as Jesus of Nazareth ever lived but the name was adopted by the framers of Christianity to cover the identity of Apollonius of Tyana whose teachings and mode of life they purloined and made use of as a model upon which to construct their system. Apollonius is a historical character; a man of rare endowments, nobility of mind and singleness of purpose. He and others assert that the teachings he prescribed were given to him in great part by the spirits of the older masters, and that what is known as Christianity is a mixture of Brahmanic, Buddhistic, Jewish, Essenean and Gnostic teachings. The affirmations made in the book at once place the upholders of Christianity on the defensive and they must meet them or their claims fall to the ground. The internal evidence of the different testimonies carries with it the fact of genuineness. The various identities are complete, showing the absurdity of attributing the work to a single mind. That such an idea should be entertained and used for the purpose of destroying the force of the book would be much more difficult to maintain than the assumption that the communications are genuine and emanated from the personages they purport to come from. In ANTIQUITY UNVEILED the world has the uncontroversible testimony that Christianity is of spurious origin and the most consummate piece of plagiarism in human history is laid bare to the eyes of men. The book now enters upon its second edition. It has created a stir in studious minds, as was prophesied when it first appeared, and it is well, too, that one whose life was devoted to the promulgation of the Spiritual philosophy with a persistence few men ever manifested, should have reared his monument in a work of this character. Mr. Roberts was a painstaking, cautious man, and well equipped by nature and training to cope with the great undertaking he espoused. I believe that the greatest uses of ANTIQUITY UNVEILED are as yet in the incipient state. As men become broadened in thought, the truths of the book will become more acceptable and lasting."